COOKIES POLICY
El Corte Inglés uses cookies in order to provide a better service and offer you a better website browsing experience. We wish
to inform you clearly and accurately about the cookies we use, detailing below what a cookie is, what it is used for, what types
of cookies we use, what their purpose is and how you can configure or disable them, should you wish to do so.

What is a cookie and what is it used for?
A "Cookie" is a small file that is stored on the user's computer, tablet, smartphone or any other device with browser
information.
All our users’ "cookies" help us to improve the quality of our website, allowing us to control which pages or part of them are
useful, which are not, and which could be improved.
Cookies are essential for the Internet to work, providing countless advantages when offering interactive services, making it
easier to browse and use our website. Under no circumstances could cookies damage your computer. Quite to the contrary,
when they are active they help us identify and address errors.

What types of cookies do we use?
According to the entity managing the cookie:
Our own cookies
Those that are sent to your computer from our own computers or domains and from which we provide the service you
request.
Third-party cookies
Those that are sent to your computer from a computer or domain that is not managed by us but by another, collaborating,
entity. For example, those used by social networks, or external content like Google Maps.

According to the timeframe during which they remain active
Session cookies
These are temporary cookies that remain in your browser’s cookie file until you leave the website, and therefore will not be
saved on your computer’s hard drive. Information obtained through these cookies is used to analyse web traffic patterns. In
the long run, this allows us to provide a better experience to improve content and enable its use.
Persistent cookies
These are stored on your hard drive and the website reads them whenever you make a return visit. A permanent website has a
set expiration date. The cookie will stop working after that date. These cookies are used by us, generally, to simplify the
purchase and registration services.
According to their purpose
Technical cookies:
These are necessary for browsing and for our website to function correctly. For example, they assist traffic control and data
communication, allow access to restricted parts of the website, allow a purchase order to be processed, the use of security,
store content to deliver videos or share content through social networks.
Personalisation cookies
These allow you to access the service with certain predefined characteristics based on a number of criteria, such as for
example, language, the type of browser through which you access the service, the region from where you are accessing the
service, etc.

Analytical cookies
These allow us to count the number of users and thus measure and carry out a statistical analysis of the use users make of the
services provided. To do this, we analyse your browsing history on our website in order to improve the products and services
we offer. Likewise, we use analytical cookies for device recognition and fraud prevention for certain transactions made using
the Financial store card of El Corte Inglés, as well as for any transaction financed by that entity.
Advertising cookies
These enable the most efficient management of the advertising space which can be hosted on our web page.
Behavioural advertising cookies
These cookies store information on user behaviour obtained through continuous monitoring. Thanks to them, internet
browsing habits are disclosed and we can show you advertising related to your browsing profile.

Purpose of each of the cookies used
Below, we list the cookies used on our website and their purpose.
List of cookies used by the domain empleo.elcorteingles.es

Our own:
Nombre

rmk0

rmk1

Descripción
The user's encrypted e-mail address, if known. Initially
created whenever a new user visits a Career Site Builder site
and a session is created. Updated when the user provides us
with an e-mail address. If SSL mode is turned on for entire
site, cookie is sent from the browser to the server using a
secure protocol, e.g. SSL.
The encrypted ID of the user if one exists. Initially created

Tipo

Duración

Desahabilitación e
Impacto

Persistent
or Session

If Persistent, cookie doesn't
expire.
If Session, cookie expires
when the session ends.

Disable through browsers or
computer configurations.
User will not be able to log
in.

Persistent

If Persistent, cookie doesn't

Disable through browsers or

Nombre

rmk4

rmk12

JSESSIONID

Load balancer
cookie

Descripción
whenever a new user visits a Career Site Builder site and a
session is created. Updated when the user logs in or becomes
a member and is assigned a user ID. IF SSL mode is turned on
for the entire site, cookie is sent from the browser to the
server using a secure protocol, e.g. SSL.
Whether or not to pre-fill the Subscribe box with the user's email address, in order to avoid the user having to re-enter
their e-mail address. Initially created whenever a new user
visits a Career Site Builder site and a session is created.
Updated when the user modifies their Remember Me
preference. If SSL mode is turned on for entire site, cookie is
sent from the browser to the server using a secure protocol,
e.g. SSL.
A number that indicates if the user has acknowledged the
cookies policy banner. If the cookie is not set, then the
banner may be presented. If they cookie is set and its value is
1, the banner may be suppressed. This cookie will persist
across user sessions, no matter which type of cookies are
enabled sitewide. Created as a persistent cookie when the
user acknowledges the cookies policy banner by either
viewing the cookies policy or choose to dismiss the banner.
Single cookie placed on the users device during their session
so the server can identify the user. This replaces the RMK0,
RMK1 and RMK4 cookies when the site is configured to use
Server Session Cookies. Created as a session cookie whenever
a new user visits a Career Site Builder site. The value is not
updated unless the current session ends, in which case a
completely new JSESSIONID cookie is set.
Cookie for session stickiness preventing a user from bouncing
from one instance to another. Typically issued by F5 once
upon new entry to career site, if prior cookie doesn't exist.

Tipo
or Session

Duración

Desahabilitación e
Impacto

expire.
If Session, cookie expires
when the session ends.

computer configurations.
User will not be able to log
in.

Persistent
or Session

If Persistent, cookie doesn't
expire.
If Session, cookie expires
when the session ends.

Disable through browsers or
computer configurations.
Prefilling email address
would not work.

Persistent
or Session

If Persistent, cookie doesn't
expire.
If Session, cookie expires
when the session ends.

Disable through browsers or
computer configurations.
User will keep seeing the
cookie banner.

Server
Session

Cookie expires when the
browser session ends.

Disable through browsers or
computer configurations.
User will not be able to log
in.

Session

Cookie expires when the
browser session ends.

Third party:
Nombre
_ga
_gat

linkedin_oauth_[id]
linkedin_oauth_[id]_crc
lidc
RT
lang
bcookie
li_at
JSESSIONID
mst
bscookie
IN_HASH
visit

Descripción
Cookie used by Google Universal Analytics to distinguish
users.
Cookie used by Google Universal Analytics to distinguish
users.
LinkedIn OAuth token. Initially created whenever a new user
visits a Career Site Builder career site page that uses the
LinkedIn JS API. Updated by LinkedIn throughout the user's
session.

Refer to the LinkedIn cookie policy.

Host

Tipo

Duración

Google

Persistent

Expires after two years.

Google

Persistent

Expires 10 minutes from
set/update.

Linkedin

Session

When the browser session
ends

Linkedin

Refer to LinkedIn
documentation.

Refer to LinkedIn
documentation.

How can you configure or disable your cookies?
You can allow, block or delete cookies installed on your computer by configuring your Internet browser options. Should you not
allow the installation of cookies in your browser you may not be able to access some of the services and your experience on our
website may be less satisfactory. In the following links you have at your disposal all the information to configure or disable your
cookies in each browser:
• Google Chrome Mozilla Firefox Internet Explorer Safari
• Safari for IOS (iPhone and iPad)
• Chrome for Android

Consent
El Corte Inglés, as described above, never stores our users’ personal data, except for the IP address, unless you want to register
voluntarily in order to purchase the products and services that we make available to you or receive information about offers
and content of interest to you. By browsing and remaining on our website you indicate that you are consenting to the use of the
cookies set out above, and in accordance with the conditions contained in this Cookies’ Policy.
El Corte Inglés. All rights reserved.

